Grade 1
Newsletter
Term 4, 2022
Upcoming Events
21/10 - Colour Run
31/10 - Curriculum Day
1/11 - Melbourne Cup Public Holiday
23/11 - Task Works Incursion
20/12 - Last Day of Term 4

Class Dojo
Just a reminder, teachers will
respond to Class Dojo messages at
their earliest convience. If your
matter is urgent, please contact
the school office directly.

Message from
the team
As always, the Grade 1s have settled back
into the Term seamlessly. We are so
proud of all their efforts as we navigate
through a busy Term 4! We can't wait to
see what the students achieve as we head
towards the end of the year.
Rachael Powell, Hannah McDonald, Dean
Naylor, Georgie Mowbray & Alysha
Spears

Reminders
Readers & Learning Journal - Friday Mornings
Library Bag - Monday (1W & 1M)
- Tuesday (1BM & 1N)
Subway Lunch - Submit orders online by Thursday!
Please note: Specialist timetable will remain the
same as last term.

English
This term in Reading, students have further developed their
visualising skills while exploring a range of texts. They have
created book reviews as well as having looked at cause and
effect. Students will delve into questioning and consolidate
their reading skills while undertaking Readers Theatre.
In Writing, we've started off the term looking at narratives.
For the remainder of the term, students will also explore
media arts and letter writing whilst continuing to practise
their handwriting skills.

Mathematics

This term in Mathematics, the Grade 1s will consolidate
their understanding of place value, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and money. This will be
accompanied with worded problems and furthermore
building on their ability to justify how they got to an answer.
Students will also revisit the measurement concept of time
later in the term.

Inquiry
The Grade 1s are continuing this term with their inquiry
into 'Where We Are In Place and Time' during which we are
exploring our own connection to culture. Students are also
looking at the diversity of constructions around the world
and using critical analysis skills to compare and contrast
ideas.
Later in the term, we will begin our next unit which focuses
on how different materials can help us meet our needs.

